
ONLINE AND MOBILE FINANCIAL SERVICES
—

World Economic Forum «The Future of Financial Services» report. Rapidly advancing 
technologies, evolving customer expectations and a changing regulatory landscape are 
opening doors to disruptive innovation in financial services. From crypto-currencies to 
big data to peer-to-peer lending, fintech innovations have captured the attention and 
imagination of customers, investors and incumbents. However, the nature and extent 
of the impact that these innovations will have on the financial services industry remains 
unclear. This document captures the results of a series of multistakeholder dialogues 
that explored the potential for these innovations to transform the financial ecosystem as 
well as the risks and opportunities that could emerge from changes in the way financial 
services are structured, delivered and consumed in the future in the future.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/the-future-of-financial-services/

Save as pdf: http://goo.gl/5dQOHi

The world’s top banks and insurers are seeing their business models challenged by 
«fintech» start-ups, which are reshaping what consumers and businesses expect from 
financial services, industry insiders and experts say.
http://goo.gl/knmIs1

The finance sector's 'Uber moment' is long overdue. Banks and insurance companies 
will not be able to rely on old business models in the future.
http://www.managementtoday.co.uk/news/1354074/the-finance-sectors-uber-moment-long-overdue/

BOILING OF REMITTANCES

Facebook Messenger has finally rolled out its payments feature across the entire 
U.S. so that any stateside user can pay friends right inside the app, if they like. David 
Marcus, Facebook's vice president of messaging products, quietly announced the news 
via Facebook post on Tuesday, describing the payments feature as «easy and safe.»
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/boiling-of-remittances/
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PayPal, Inc. and Xoom Corporation (NASDAQ:XOOM), a digital money transfer provider, 
today announced a definitive agreement under which PayPal will acquire Xoom for 
$25 per share in cash or an approximate $890 million enterprise value. The transaction 
represents a premium of 32% over Xoom’s three-month volume-weighted average 
price and was unanimously approved by the Boards of Directors of both companies, 
as well as the Board of eBay Inc., PayPal’s parent company. Xoom is a leader in 
international remittances enabling customers in the United States to send money to, 
and pay bills for, family and friends around the world in a secure, fast and cost-effective 
way, using their mobile phones, tablets or computers.
https://stories.paypal-corp.com/home/paypal-to-acquire-xoom

http://venturebeat.com/2015/07/01/paypal-acquires-international-money-transfer-service-xoom-for-890m/

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2015/07/02/paypal-buys-xoom-for-890-million-to-strengthen-hold-in-the-
money-transfer-business/

http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/01/paypal-agrees-to-buy-xoom-for-890-million/

NEW FINTECH-HUBS: PARIS, STOCKHOLM, AMSTERDAM?

French startup Prêt d’Union just raised $34 million (€31 million) from Eurazeo, Pierre 
Kosciusko-Morizet as well as its existing investors. Prêt d’Union is a European online 
credit marketplace that matches lenders and borrowers without any financial institution 
in-between. You can call it a sort of Lending Club for Europe.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/02/new-fintech-hubs-paris-stockholm-amsterdam/

France Creates National FinTech Program to Rival London, New York. Not wanting to 
be left behind in the global FinTech engineering race, corporate leaders from around 
France have banded together to create the France FinTech association.
http://goo.gl/9C4lpS

LOL, French are so French: trying to attract new startups and arresting CEO of one 
of the biggest one:) France Launches French Tech Ticket, A Startup Visa For Foreign 
Entrepreneurs — TechCrunch.
http://goo.gl/JTz4ga

...and at the same time Uber France Leaders Arrested.
http://goo.gl/DdIiJh

Read in Russian: http://siliconrus.com/2015/06/france-vs-uber/

Right reaction could be: Boris Johnson, major of London, defends telling black cabbie 
to «fuck off and die» saying the irate driver had heckled him first in row over Uber app.
http://goo.gl/O8Vb5O

Competitor of Paris — Stockholm — is staking a claim as a major European fintech hub 
after recording $266 million in startup investments over the past year, leaving it trailing 
only London as a magnet for VC inflows. While the Swedish capital lacks an extensive 
financial ecosystem of accelerators, incubators, and niche investors compared to 
other European financial centres, it nonetheless accounted for 18.3% of all fintech 
investments in Europe over the past five years, according to figures from the Stockholm 
School of Economics.
http://www.finextra.com/news/fullstory.aspx?newsitemid=27504

http://www.brand-e.biz/stockholm-fintech-investment-booms-says-report_35553.html
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With Sweden recently staking a claim as a fintech hotspot, Stockholm-headquartered 
Nordea has moved to grab a slice of the action by setting up an accelerator programme 
with Finnish innovation agency Nestholma to nurture small businesses developing 
digital banking services across the Nordics.
http://www.finextra.com/news/fullstory.aspx?newsitemid=27556

Behind London and Berlin, the Dutch startup scene is already considered to be one 
of the most prominent in Europe. (If it feels unfair to weigh an entire country against 
individual cities, consider that the Netherlands has 17 million people crammed into an 
area half the size of South Carolina.) Startup Juncture reported 75 major deals in 2014, 
for a total of roughly $560 million in investment. Ten companies raised over $9 million.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/05/the-netherlands-a-look-at-the-worlds-high-tech-startup-capital/

The credit score has become a ubiquitous way to assess someone’s credit-worthiness. 
It is used in a host of underwriting decisions and background checks, from mortgages 
to auto to business loans, apartment rentals and even employment candidacy. But 
credit scores are not a prevalent factor in peoples’ daily financial habits. Why?
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/05/measuring-your-financial-health-beyond-the-credit-score/

Crowdfunding is just one of a number of ways in which European SMEs, typically far 
more reliant on bank financing than their American counterparts (see chart), are trying 
to compensate for the continuing decline in bank lending. Others include issuing 
publicly tradable debt or equity; placing securities privately with institutional investors; 
and accepting loans from non-bank financial institutions («shadow banks»). Banks 
and others are also securitising loans to SMEs (ie, pooling them, dividing the pool into 
tranches with different degrees of risk, and selling the resulting securities to investors). 
Governments are keen to promote all this, to limit the economic harm done by sickly 
banks.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/01/crowdfunding-for-small-firms/

«Greek Bailout Fund» is the brainchild of 29-year-old U.K. man Thom Feeney, who 
thinks regular citizens can succeed where the Greek government and European 
bankers have failed. He invites people to donate as little as €3 and receive a postcard 
from Greek Prime Minister Alex Tsipras, or €6 to get a «feta and olive» salad. After 
the media picked up news of the project on Tuesday, it received a jolt of popularity. 
A trickle of donations became a flood and, by 4 p.m. ET, the total eclipsed €160,000 
before the campaign’s Indiegogo page abruptly crashed.
http://fortune.com/2015/06/30/greece-crowdfund/?xid=nl_termsheet

Is crowdfunding «the new normal»? Darren Westlake thinks so. He's the CEO of leading 
investment crowdfunding platformCrowdcube, which to date has raised over £80 
million in investment for new businesses. Westlake is on a mission to raise the profile 
of crowdfunding as an industry, and he's seeking to bridge the gap between old school 
investors and the new school of fintech innovators.
http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2015-07/01/wired-money-darren-westlake

Technology startup incubator and accelerator IdeaSpace Foundation has observed a 
new investment trend in the Philippines — that of small and medium-size enterprises 
(SMEs) becoming startup investors.
http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/philippine-smes-becoming-startup-investors-says-ideaspace-8200/
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Adaptive Insights, a fast-growing startup that sells cloud-based services to finance 
and other management teams to model a company’s performance and other business 
intelligence, today is announcing that it has raised $75 million in funding — a Series 
G investment that brings the total raised by the company to $176 million. «The market 
opportunity here is huge as the CFO has become a power player in the C-Suite,» Tom 
Bogan tells TechCrunch. Bogan came on as CEO earlier this year while retaining his 
other role as chairman of Citrix. «As a former CFO myself, I have seen this first hand 
and it is accelerating — look at Twitter’s Anthony Noto and Google’s Ruth Porat, and 
the fact that 25 percent of CEOs at Fortune 500 companies are former CFOs.» The 
news comes on the back of Adaptive Insights — originally founded in 2003 — seeing 
a very strong period of recent growth, with (undisclosed) revenues rising 50 percent 
year-on-year on a customer base of 2,700, many of them huge companies in their own 
right (they include the likes of American Family Insurance, Coca-Cola, Boston Scientific, 
LinkedIn, Palantir, Zendesk and more).
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/cloud-finance-intelligence-startup-adaptive-insights-gets-75m-
reportedly-at-a-unicorn-valuation/

Mobile payment startup Square has been gradually building out the products it offers 
to small businesses to position itself as a one-stop shop for their various front-of-
house and back-office needs. Today sees the latest development on that theme: the 
company has launched Square Payroll, software for businesses to pay and track taxes 
and other costs for both hourly and salaried employees. The product, initially available 
only in California, is priced at $20 per month, with $5 per employee on top of that. 
Square Payroll is out officially today, but it’s been in testing for a while: it was spotted 
as far back as last September, being tested at a price point of $10/month among select 
businesses in California. The live product will also be available only in California at 
launch, but the plan is to expand it to more states soon.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/square-launches-payroll-product-for-small-businesses-pricing-starts-at-
25month/

INSPIRASIA
—

Life.SREDA’s quest to find and invest in fintech startups will take it to South Korea. 
The Singapore-based VC is joining forces with private investment group Marvelstone 
Partners for a combined fund of US$20 million. South Korea is the first destination for 
this collaboration, but other Asian countries are also in the pipeline.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/03/marvelstone-and-life-sreda-to-co-invest-in-s-korean-and-asian-startups/

e27: http://goo.gl/x43ptr

Tech in Asia: https://goo.gl/wALflG

DealStreetAsia: http://goo.gl/49by9C

Read in Russian: http://goo.gl/lD58c5

20 best fintech-startups in Asia.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/05/15-southeast-asian-fintech-startups-worth-looking-at/

Read in Russian: https://goo.gl/gUr2z6

One of them: Cuscapi’s Rev tablets roll out at Ministry of Food Singapore outlets. Six 
restaurants already on it, the rest will deploy by Q3. Ministry of Food Singapore guests 
try out the interactive Rev tablets; in the background (standing) is Cuscapi COO Eugene 
Ng. CUSCAPI Bhd said that Ministry of Food Singapore Pte Ltd, a restaurant chain that 
kicked off in the city-state in 2006, has deployed Rev interactive self-ordering tablets at 
its outlets. Rev will help food and beverage (F&B) operators revolutionise the way they 
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interact with their customers, using technology to enhance customer experience whilst 
managing their costs more efficiently and enhancing revenue, the company claimed.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/26/cuscapis-rev-tablets-roll-out-at-ministry-of-food-singapore-outlets/

READ MORE

http://www.malaya.com.ph/business-news/special-features/revved-dining-experience-interactive-ordering
http://www.bigboysoven.com/2015/06/cuscapi-mof-singapore-mark-the-first-commercial-deployment-of-rev-
an-interactive-self-ordering-device/

Alibaba’s subsidiary company Ant Financial confirmed today that it closed a Series 
A funding round which includes investment from China’s largest pension fund, the 
National Social Security Fund (NSSF). While it isn’t a traditional Series A — because 
most startup aren’t formed as an offshoot from a multi-billion e-commerce juggernaut — 
the deal is eye-watering. Ant Financial said the undisclosed round included capital from 
«major Chinese insurance corporations» and other investors. TechCrunch understands 
from sources close to Ant Financial that it values the company at $45-$50 billion. The 
investment from NSSF — which we hear included a substantial discount — brings on 
an interesting strategic investor. China’s government recently relaxed regulations on 
how the fund can invest, and this deal with Ant Financial is the first such investment that 
NSSF has undertaken since that loosening. It’s also a huge validation for the business, 
and could help Ant Financial with legal and regulatory hurdles in the future.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/03/alibaba-affiliate-ant-financial-confirms-series-a-funding-at-45-50b-
valuation/

READ MORE

http://goo.gl/zCNpwV
http://goo.gl/Lx0TJk

SINGAPORE AS NEW FINTECH-CAPITAL!

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has committed S$225 million ($166.48 
million) over the next five years, to growing the fintech segment of the startup 
ecosystem in Singapore. MAS’s managing director, Ravi Menon, revealed that this was 
a part of the Financial Sector Technology & Innovation (FSTI) scheme during a speech 
at the Global Technology Law Conference.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/02/singapore-is-a-new-fintech-capital/

Financial backing through FSTI is intended to drive a fintech ecosystem, in addition to 
building the technology skills among the country’s workforce, he said. He also noted 
the growth of digital payment systems in emerging markets, citing the launch of Kenyan 
venture M-Pesa.
http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/mas-commits-225m-to-fintech-growth-in-singapore-8637/

...and provide innovations-without-approvals.
http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/banking-finance/banks-free-to-test-certain-digital-innovations-without-
approval-mas

...and think about blockchain.
http://www.coindesk.com/singapores-central-bank-backs-blockchain-project-with-225m-fintech-plan/

JD.com has become the latest internet company in China to venture into the consumer 
credit space, after the NASDAQ-listed online retailer — a rival to Alibaba — launched 
a joint venture alongside LA-based financial services company ZestFinance. The aim 
is to offer new microloan options to Chinese consumers, particularly those who not 
have credit history and other credentials traditionally required to land a credit card or 
other finance options. JD-ZestFinance Gaia, as the JV is called, will use ZestFinance’s 
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machine learning underwriting technology to make credit decisions based on JD.com’s 
consumer data, which the company claimed spans 100 million monthly customers.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/26/china-pouring-money-into-americas-hottest-startups/

Alibaba and its two giant Chinese Internet rivals–search engine Baidu and gaming/
messaging firm Tencent–a trio known as BAT, are pouring money into all manner of 
firms at every stage from seed to late rounds. Since 2012 we count more than 50 
investments totaling $2.3 billion. In the past 18 months alone Alibaba has plowed more 
than $1 billion into just ten U.S. firms. The three BAT companies each monopolize a 
sphere of China’s desktop-style online behavior, but they risk falling behind in mobile. 
This is a problem in a country where tens of millions of people skip PCs entirely. 
Hence the landgrab–the Big Three don’t much care where the innovations on this new 
intertwined platform come from or, it seems, how much they have to shell out to secure 
them.
Forbes: http://goo.gl/1DA0zc

Looking to learn more about early winners in the exploding business of online finance 
in China? Forbes China, the licensed China-language edition of Forbes, has set out 
to help with its inaugural «Fintech 50» list. The new list takes into account user traffic, 
venture capital fundraising and hiring, among other factors. The companies are 
presented in alphabetical order, rather than a pure ranking.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/25/forbes-china-fintech-50-list-highlights-winners-in-fast-growing-field/

It was the big story not so long ago. As of mid-June, 14 U.S.-traded China-based 
companies had received buyout offers valued at a collective $22.4 billion, according 
to Dealogic. The highest profile of the bunch was Internet services provider Qihoo 
360, which, several weeks ago, announced it had received a buyout offer led by its 
chairman and CEO — one that would make it the «largest take-private deal of a U.S.-
listed company,» said the WSJ. The reason for all the take-private talk? China’s stock 
market, which has roared along for much of this year, thanks to a series of moves by the 
Chinese government, including cutting benchmark interest rates, reducing stock market 
transaction fees — even reconsidering its stance on what are called variable interest 
entity structures, which are used by China-based companies to list in the U.S. and hard 
to unwind. China, in short, wants its companies to come home.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/06/chinese-companies-delisting-from-u-s-indices-maybe-not/

READ MORE

http://www.wsj.com/articles/qihoo-receives-buyout-offer-from-ceo-1434542416

UNBANKED STORIES: THAI, MYANMAR, MEXICO, BANGLADESH, 
AND PHILIPPINES

Philippines-based fin-tech startup LoanSolutions has raised an undisclosed round 
of funding from a group of international investors led by KK Fund, with participation 
from other venture capitalist funds and angel investors, including Kickstart Ventures 
and John Dang, CEO of Zipmatch. LoanSolutions is an online platform that matches 
borrowers with financial institutions. Unlike traditional loan comparison portals, it puts 
borrowers first by using algorithms and hands-on concierge services in the form of 
loan advisers to ensure that borrowers can secure a competitive loan, says an official 
release.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/06/unbanked-stories-thai-myanmar-mexico-bangladesh-and-the-
philippines/

READ MORE

https://www.techinasia.com/loansolutions-philippines-seed-funding/
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Some mountainous parts of Mexico are so remote that the electricity grid fails to reach 
them, let alone the banking system. A five-year-old social enterprise, Iluméxico, hopes 
to change that. It provides more than 20,000 people with loans to buy low-cost solar 
panels and batteries, enabling them to switch lights on, watch television and charge 
mobile phones, sometimes for the first time. It also introduces them to the financial 
system via those same mobile phones. It has launched a pilot project enabling them to 
pay off the loans in installments via an SMS-based payment system, Transfer, owned by 
Banamex, one of Mexico’s biggest banks.
The Economist: http://goo.gl/GOGuO1

Providing small-ticket loans backed by assets such as cars, motorcycles, houses and 
land to folk like Nirut, who tend to be shunned by banks, has become a big business 
for Srisawad. The firm’s loan portfolio is a modest $260 million, but it has 200,000 
customers, and with its network of more than 1,000 branches across the country it is 
the biggest among what are known as «car for cash» companies.
Forbes: http://goo.gl/Xq3FTG

Mobile Banking Provides Lifeline for Bangladeshis. Phone-based services revolutionize 
the way people save and send money. In cash-focused Bangladesh, mobile-money 
services are still a novelty, and some traditional bankers worry about potential security 
risks that users of private services like bKash face. But experts at Bangladesh Bank, the 
country’s central bank, describe mobile money as a key strategy to expand financial 
access in this nation of 160 million people, where fewer than 30% have a bank account. 
Four years after Bangladesh Bank started handing out mobile-money licenses, about 
$42 million is flowing through mobile banking systems daily. The number of registered 
mobile-money users has topped 23 million, around 15% of the total population, 
according to the central bank.
WSJ: http://goo.gl/F3RFDH

In Myanmar, the poorest country in Southeast Asia, where 70% of the population live 
in rural areas and 19 million adults earn their living through farming (FinScope 2013), 
mobile phones are a very new phenomenon. With a population of more than 50 million, 
Myanmar has the most underdeveloped financial sector in region, offering only 6% of 
adults any type of regulated financial service. The rapid growth in telecommunications 
coverage is laying important groundwork that can support growth of digital financial 
services for the unbanked.
http://www.cgap.org/blog/setting-stage-mobile-money-myanmar

Investment in telecoms has surged in Myanmar in the past year as operators begin 
to tap a rapidly expanding market, driving growth in the economy. Since the opening 
up of the mobile segment last year, there has been a boom in phone ownership 
and subscriptions in Myanmar. Currently there are more than 18 million SIM cards in 
circulation — corresponding to about one-third of the population — up from just 1 million 
in 2012, according to data compiled by Reuters.
http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/myanmar-sees-surge-in-telecom-investment-8107/

MySQUAR, Myanmar’s only social media platform in the local language, has raised $2.6 
million, at a valuation of $27.8 million, through an initial public offering on London’s Aim.
http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/myanmars-mysquar-raises-2-6m-in-london-listing-8769/
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SINGAPOREAN FINTECH

Singapore-based real-time financial monitoring app Call Levels is raising a US$500,000 
bridge round to spur growth, e27 has learned. The round, which is still open but 
partially committed, is expected to close in the coming weeks. Call Levels has 
previously raised US$140,000 in angel funding since its launch in October last year, led 
by angel investor and former JP Morgan executive Timothy Teo.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/03/singapores-fintech/

Singaporean bank DBS is bringing its DBS Paylah app to the Apple Watch, it announced 
today. DBS Paylah is a mobile payment app for iOS and Android phones. DBS account 
holders can link their accounts to the app in order to add funds to it. The funds 
are stored in the app’s mobile wallet and can be used for online payments, online 
purchases (with selected merchants), donations, and micro-payments between friends.
https://www.techinasia.com/dbs-paylah-apple-watch/

Game for Garena: Singapore's Answer to Tencent and Alibaba? As it is, its payment 
business AirPay and now Shopee are its answers to Alibaba’s Alipay and Taobao. 
Annual revenues have catapulted from $17 million in 2011 to over $200 million last year. 
More than half comes from virtual goods, such as customized clothing and accessories 
a gamer can buy for his avatar. Looking ahead, Li expects steady 30% growth year-on-
year.
Forbes: http://goo.gl/bDUcDB

Singapore-based Chope Group, firm the eponymous Chope restaurant reservation 
service, has just announced receiving US$8 million in an investment round led by F&H 
Fund Management, along with NSI Ventures, the venture arm of US$1.8 billion Northstar 
Group. DSG Consumers Partners, Frontier Ventures, Singapore Press Holdings and 
other unnamed Chinese investors also participated. Singapore Press Holdings had 
invested US$1.3 million into Chope back in 2013. Prior to this investment, the company 
raised US$3.5 million since its launch in 2011, making this latest round its largest ever. 
Chope (which is Singaporean slang for ‘reserve’), so far has operations in five major 
Asian cities: Singapore, Bangkok, Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. It has more than 
doubled revenue and has sat over 20 million diners to date, claims the company.
http://e27.co/chope-gobbles-us8m-investment-wants-become-seas-leading-restaurant-platform-20150629/

http://e27.co/mobile-apps-already-old-news-chopes-ceo-on-back-of-new-funding-20150630/

https://www.techinasia.com/chope-funding-nsi-frontier-dsg-sph/

South Korean restaurant discovery app MangoPlate has announced today that it has 
secured US$6.1 million from venture investment group of Qualcomm Incorporated, 
Qualcomm Ventures, as well as SoftBank Ventures Korea and YJ Capital, a venture 
capital firm established by Yahoo!JAPAN. This marks YJ Capital’s first investment in a 
Korean company. The latest round of investment will bring MangoPlate’s total funding 
to over US$7.2 million. In 2014, it received funding from SparkLabs Global, TIPS and 
SoftBank Ventures Korea.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/south-korean-restaurant-discovery-app-mangoplate-raises-us6-1m/
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Formation 8 raising US$400M late-stage fund for Asia. A special focus of the fund will 
be Southeast Asia and South Korea, with the US$400M likely being spread across 10 
gigantic investments. In a little development that seems to have flown over the heads 
of much of the Asian tech community, California-based venture capital firm Formation 
8 — most famously known as the backer of Oculus, which Facebook bought for US$2 
billion last year — filed at the Securities & Exchange Commission last Thursday to raise 
a US$400 million fund for late-stage investments in Asia.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/formation-8-raising-us400m-late-stage-fund-for-asia/

INDIA

incub@TE, an incubator run by Tata Elxsi (part of the US$100 billion Tata Group), was 
launched in 2012 to nurture and support products- and service-oriented startups. This 
Bangalore-based incubator has now partnered with Get2Volume and AISB Holdings 
to provide cross-border programmes to early-stage ventures. Unlike other incubators, 
incub@TE forms a rather long-term association with its incubatees. e27 spoke to 
Rajesh Kumar, Vice President (Strategic Initiatives) at Tata Elxsi, to know more about the 
incubator.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/02/latest-trends-in-the-indian-startup-scene/

The Indian e-commerce market has found a new superhero — cashback. Move over 
discounts, cashback is the hottest new trend in business. Cashback is the newest trend 
to rock the entire Indian e-commerce game. Big players, emerging players, almost 
everybody in the e-commerce niche is embracing cashback culture, compelled by thick 
audience demand, surging market competition and latest funding rounds. It remains to 
be seen if the new fad stays strong in the long run or fizzes out in an industry that has 
been enveloped with deep discounting since its inception.
http://e27.co/indian-e-commerce-market-bitten-new-bug-cashback-20150629/

Indian women online shoppers in the age bracket of 18-24 are the most active and 
comprise of 52 % as compared to 20 percent between the age group of 25-34, 6% 
above the age of 34 and 2% less than the age of 18 years. On an average, most of the 
women prefer shopping online between 9 — 11 pm that too on Mondays and Fridays. 
Also, 80% women prefer Cash on Delivery payment option while only 20% opt for 
online transactions, said the survey.
https://www.techinasia.com/talk/online-shopping-catching-women-india/

India will pass U.S. to become world’s second largest smartphone market by 2017.
http://venturebeat.com/2015/07/01/india-will-pass-u-s-to-become-worlds-second-largest-smartphone-market-
by-2017/

India Now Uber’s Second Largest Market Following Expansion To 7 New Cities.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/01/uber-india/
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BankBazaar, a startup that lets Indian consumers compare financial products online, 
has scored a $60 million Series C led by Amazon, with participation from Fidelity 
Growth Partners, Mousse Partners, and returning investors Sequoia Capital and Walden 
International. The platform aggregates information about online loans, credit cards, and 
fixed deposits from 23 financial institutions, which users can research and then apply 
for using its site or Android and iOS apps. BankBazaar says it gets four million unique 
visitors each month. For Amazon, its investment represents a chance to take a larger 
stake in the personal finance market.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/02/bankbazaar/

https://www.techinasia.com/india-bankbazaar-series-c-funding/

Mobile payment methods like Alibaba’s Alipay and Tencent’s Tenpay account for 
a huge portion of China’s online transactions. But do these new payment methods 
have the same kind of traction on offline shops and restaurants? Chinese tech news 
site Techweb recently conducted a survey of 1,607 businesses on a busy pedestrian 
street in Wuhan to find out. Techweb broke its survey down into four shop categories: 
clothing, jewelry, food and beverage, and miscellaneous. All told, the site looked at 
1,047 clothing shops, 310 food and beverage shops and restaurants, 49 jewelry shops 
and 201 miscellaneous shops (places like beauty salons, karaoke parlors, and movie 
theaters). In total, just 617 of the shops — 38 percent of the total surveyed — accepted 
mobile payments.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/how-widely-accepted-are-mobile-payment-methods-in-chinas-brick-
and-mortar-shops/

China’s Baidu, the company best known for its dominant search engine, said today that 
it will invest more than $3 billion in its online-to-offline businesses over the next three 
years. The company, which is going through something of a transition after recently 
posting its slowest revenue since 2008, is putting 20 billion RMB (that’s just over 
$3.2 billion) in a range of different services including Nuomi, a platform that matches 
merchants with customers which it bought from once-red-hot Chinese social network 
Renren last year. Nuomi started out as a group buying site, but it’s fair to say that the 
service has grown beyond that description today. Baidu claimed it has over 650,000 
stores from across 330 cities in China. The firm said Nuomi processes close to 2 billion 
RMB (approximately $320 million) per month, and it is aiming to make it operational in 
all cities in China before the end of 2015.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/30/baidu-to-invest-3-2-billion-in-its-group-buying-service-nuomi/

Mobile wallet Xendit targets Indonesia’s P2P payment market. Currently in beta, the 
launched version will allow users to connect their debit cards, send funds to friends and 
withdraw wallet funds to a bank accounts. Although BlackBerry Money hasn’t gained 
any traction in Indonesia, it hasn’t stopped other startups from aiming at the peer-to-
peer payment segment with mobile based solutions.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/mobile-wallet-xendit-targets-indonesias-p2p-payment-market/

Some Chinese Are Taking 22% Margin Loans to Finance Stock Purchases. As more 
Chinese jumped into the market in the hope of instant wealth, peer-to-peer websites 
offering loans for stock investing have mushroomed. They are among a multitude of 
sources of leverage outside of traditional margin financing that threaten to complicate 
any efforts to prevent an unruly reversal of China’s stock market boom, which is already 
faltering. Chinese brokers have extended 2.1 trillion yuan ($339 billion) of margin 
finance to investors, double the amount at the start of the year.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/some-chinese-are-taking-22-margin-loans-to-finance-stock-purchases/
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BOOM OF TAXI-APPS IN ASIA

GrabTaxi from Singapore is about to get US$200 million in fresh capital, pegging 
its valuation at US$1.5 billion. It quotes «a person familiar with the situation», who 
has shared that the round is being led by US hedge fund Coatue Management 
LLC. The source also mentioned that existing investors SoftBank and Tiger Global 
Managementare also going to participate in the round. GrabTaxi’s last funding, a then 
record-breaking US$250 million round, happened just seven months ago in December 
2014.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/boom-of-taxi-apps-in-asia/

Ratan Tata, Chairman Emeritus of Tata Sons, has invested an undisclosed sum in Ola, a 
leading taxi-booking app startup in India.
http://e27.co/ratan-tata-invests-in-taxi-booking-startup-ola-20150701/

https://www.techinasia.com/india-ola-gets-ratan-tata-backing/

Uber and Ola play fast and furious in the Indian on-demand taxi industry.
https://www.techinasia.com/uber-and-ola-fighting-for-more-marketshare/

If Didi Kuaidi manages to raise a US$2 billion round at a US$15 billion valuation, it 
would propel it to the number two spot behind smartphone maker Xiaomi. Didi Kuaidi 
is currently the market leader in China with 78 per cent, according to research firm 
Analysys International, which pegged Uber at only about 11 per cent.
http://e27.co/didi-kuaidi-become-chinas-second-valuable-startup-20150629/

https://www.techinasia.com/didi-kuaidi-raise-2b-fight-uber/

Uber is generating $415 million in revenue and recording a crazy $470 million of 
operating losses.
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-30/uber-bonds-term-sheet-reveals-470-million-in-
operating-losses

Read in Russian: http://siliconrus.com/2015/06/uber-money/

Ahead of the event, here's everything you need to know about one of the biggest areas 
currently transforming the world of digital finance: the blockchain.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/07/01/a-simple-guide-to-the-blockchain/

With the recent pivot of former Bitcoin ATM manufacturer Tembusu Systems into the 
cryptocurrency space, and the unveiling of its newest product, the TRUST platform, 
Jarrod Luo, the COO and co-founder of Tembusu Systems says that Singapore offers 
the most liberal and transparent treatment for the industry in the wider region.
http://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/cryptocurrency-and-fintech-integral-to-the-human-economic-condition-
jarrod-luo-8140/

INFLUENCES OTHER INDUSTRIES
—

What Yuri Millner did to put Facebook back into the double-digit billions? Yuri came 
through Silicon Valley in 2008 or 2009 for the first time, and he basically said «I’m in 
business and I want to invest.» Top American investors were bidding at the $5, $6 and 
$8 billion level for Facebook and Yuri came in at $10 billion. «I was on the Facebook 
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side of this and I had friends who were bidding on and I’d call them up to say «You guys 
are missing the boat, Yuri is bidding 10. You are going to lose this». They basically said: 
«Crazy Russian. Dumb money. The world is coming to an end, this is insane.» What 
Yuri had the advantage of at the time, which I got to see, was that Yuri and his team 
had done an incredibly sophisticated analysis. What they’d basically done is watch the 
development of consumer Internet busines models since 2000 outside of the U.S., so 
they had these spreadsheets that were literally across 40 countries — like Hungary and 
Israel and Czechoslovakia and China — and then they had all of these social Internet 
companies and e-commerce companies that had turned into real businesses over the 
course of the decade but completely ignored by U.S. investors. What Yuri always said 
was that U.S. companies are soft because they can rely on venture capital, whereas if 
you go to Hungary you can’t rely on venture capital so the companies have to make 
money. So he had a complete matrix of all the business models across all of these 
countries and then came all of the monetization levels by user and then all adjusted for 
GDP. He had the secret spreadsheet and you didn’t.»
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/18/marc-andreessen-talks-about-that-time-facebook-almost-lost-80-of-its-
value/

Milner’s approach is paradoxical. He shuns board seats on the premise that founders 
know what they’re doing, but he’ll visit them regularly to help build a long-term 
relationship. Till now hardly anyone knew that he’d also got a piece of messaging-
success story WhatsApp, making him one of only two investors in the world (the other 
is Sequoia Capital) to do so. He bought a stake from the founders for $125 million 
within weeks of Facebook snapping up the messaging giant for $19 billion last year. 
Milner won’t discuss the Facebook deal, but a source close to the messaging giant 
says he had getting a handshake agreement from the startup’s founder Jan Koum in 
January 2014. DST’s money was taken as a form of insurance in case the Facebook 
deal fell through. On the surface, investing in Xiaomi looked incredibly risky. Hardware 
manufacturers in China were two a penny and Samsung and Apple were devouring 
global smartphone profits. Xiaomi wanted to sell its phone exclusively online but that 
business model had been tried and tested by Google on its Nexus phone, which wasn’t 
exactly a mainstream hit. «Maybe there were not too many others who really believed in 
this company,» he answers cryptically, before repeating his mantra. «In order to believe 
you need to stay close.» As ever, Milner isn’t big on details when pressed on how he 
makes his investing decisions. China was all about «becoming comfortable with the 
environment» and being on the ground, he says. He picks founders who look like they 
will change the world over the next 10 to 20 years.
Forbes: http://goo.gl/XsX29a

The MIT Tech Review has compiled a list of the 50 «smartest» companies in the world. 
Elon Musk’s Tesla Motors tops the list, while the Chinese mobile and wearables upstart 
Xiaomi comes in second.
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/24/tesla-xiaomi-top-mits-list-of-worlds-smartest-companies/
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Home-rental service Airbnb Inc. has completed one of the biggest private-funding 
rounds ever, raising $1.5 billion, in a deal that values the company at $25.5 billion. 
Leading the round were private-equity firm General Atlantic Inc., Hillhouse Capital 
Group of China and investment firm Tiger Global Management, which are collectively 
buying about a third of the shares allocated for the round. The deal included 
Singapore's Temasek Holdings as well as venture-capital firms Kleiner Perkins Caufield 
& Byers, GGV Capital, China Broadband Capital and Horizon Ventures, as well as 
several public «crossover» investment funds that are taking stakes in private companies 
ahead of initial public offerings. 
http://fintechranking.com/2015/06/29/airbnb-raises-1-5-billion-in-one-of-largest-private-placements/

READ MORE

http://e27.co/asian-investors-jump-airbnbs-us1-5-billion-funding-round-20150629/
Read in Russian: http://siliconrus.com/2015/06/airbnb-15/

How Airbnb became a unicorn (Infographic).
https://www.techinasia.com/talk/airbnb-unicorn-infographic/

SO THE FIRST trailer for Danny Boyle’s Steve Jobs biopic didn’t really let Jobs himself 
speak, despite the fact that the movie contains dialogue by the ever-verbose Aaron 
Sorkin. Instead it focused on voiceovers from everyone else as a contemplative Steve 
Jobs stood on stage. This time around, however, Steve speaks. And as played by 
Michael Fassbender, he speaks very well. The actor was a strange choice for the Apple 
founder—let’s face it, they look almost nothing alike—but if this trailer shows anything, 
it’s that Fassbender is in this to win it.
http://www.wired.com/2015/07/steve-jobs-trailer/

http://www.theverge.com/2015/7/1/8876997/steve-jobs-movie-trailer-2015

SOME MORE FEATURED READING FROM 
LIFE.SREDA VC IN RUSSIAN
—

QIWI payment system together with Friends Moscow agency offered to help everyone 
in the world: the feature of the payment innovation is that the donated amount is 
equally distributed between the funds participating in the program. The donation will go 
to the following funds: Rusfond, WWF, «Starosti v radost», «Children's Villages — SOS», 
Vladimir Spivakov Foundation, «Downside Up», Hospice Foundation «Vera», Orthodox 
help service «Miloserdie». 
Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5p3sFqvYYY

http://www.sostav.ru/publication/friends-predlozhilo-pomoch-vsem-17484.html

In 2015, Microsoft will begin to preinstall «Yandex.Money» applications on Lumia 
smartphones manufactures for the Russian market.
http://siliconrus.com/2015/07/yamoney-lumia/

Russian crowdinvesting. In the renovated «Mega Khimki» shopping mall the skating rink 
will be replaced by a farmers market LavkaLavka. The project worth about 60 million 
rubles will be funded by the buyers of farm products.
http://rbcdaily.ru/industry/562949995856180
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The first retrospective exhibition of her work in Russia, Zaha Hadid at The State 
Hermitage Museum provides unprecedented insight into the work of Zaha Hadid in a 
mid-career retrospective highlighting her exploration of the Russian Avant-garde at the 
beginning of her career, and the continuing influence of its core principles on her work 
today.
Read in English: http://goo.gl/XTOfYl

Read in Russian: http://kommersant.ru/doc/2757126

Given the reduced interest rates on loans from the Central Bank, banks need to get 
access to new less risky lending. Now banks are looking for reliable borrowers in 
fitness centers, as well as dental and eye care offices. 
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2759104

«MegaFon» and Russian Railways are negotiating a joint project in the sphere of «big 
data», which will help the company to obtain accurate information on the amount and 
direction of its passenger traffic and even solvency of passengers. Cellular operators 
believe that big data is a new growth point.
http://rbcdaily.ru/industry/562949995887243

«MegaFon» will supply 2 million SIM cards for on-board communication devices in 
trucks. Machine to machine (M2M) — a segment in which the operators are planning to 
make revenues while the revenues from traditional voice services are falling. 
http://rbcdaily.ru/industry/562949995856211

Gutseriev family is acquiring MDM Bank. If they merge it with their «BinBank», they’ll get 
a bank the size of «Raiffeisen». 
http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949995856178

http://kommersant.ru/doc/2757805

Besides MDM Bank Gutseriev family will also get hundreds of thousands of meters of 
real estate — collateral for unpaid loans.
http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949995870710

The Banker Top 1000 World Banks 2015 ranking. The world’s biggest banks continue to 
lose ground to Chinese rivals.
http://www.thebanker.com/Top-1000-World-Banks/The-Banker-Top-1000-World-Banks-2015-ranking-WORLD-
Press-IMMEDIATE-RELEASE

The Banker top 1000 world banks 2015 ranking states that due to the devaluation of 
the ruble Russian banks' assets in dollar terms decreased by approximately 30%. As a 
result, Sberbank, which was ranked 33rd last year, now is ranked 43rd. VTB lost even 
more positions rolling back from 66th to 80th place. Gazprombank — from 123rd place 
to 169th. At the same time, four banks due to the reduction of the capital base dropped 
even from the regional CEE rating: «Uralsib», MDM-Bank, «Ak Bars» and «Russian 
Standard».
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2757727

Despite the unfavorable information background accompanying the IPO of Moscow 
Credit Bank (MCB), a third of the shares of the additional issue was sold. Officially, 
pension funds declined to participate in the placement of bank securities because of 
the sharp criticism of the government of such a scheme. However, according to market 
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participants, some more sophisticated financial instruments were applied to solve the 
problem, as well as the funds from the insurance companies. 
http://kommersant.ru/doc/2758478

http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949995870669

In June, Alpha Bank announced the launch of a new service of a simple acquisition of 
foreign stocks. What is actually going to sell Alfa Bank and whether it is worth using the 
service? 
http://rbcdaily.ru/finance/562949995948022
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